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Inside The Box:
The Benefits Of Thermal Modeling
For Cold Chain Shipping
The importance of testing a thermal solution prior to implementation is
indisputable. Doing so ensures the packaging for your temperature-sensitive product can
maintain the necessary temperatures to sustain the efficacy and safety of your drug product.
The standard process today for testing a thermal solution is a chamber test, where an enclosure
is used to mimic the anticipated environmental conditions your package could encounter during
shipping. Any temperature variations are recorded, and if necessary, design adjustments are
made to prevent any damaging excursions.
However, while chamber tests do offer valuable information, they also have their drawbacks.
For example, a chamber test must be run for the same amount of time for which a package is
expected to travel. This means if you have a five-day shipper, the test must be run for the full
five days. If you want to test the package under different environmental conditions, with a
different type of product, or a different refrigerant combination, a separate test must be run for
each, potentially requiring several weeks of testing. Not only does time add up in this scenario,
but so do costs. Another area where chamber testing falls short is the type of data it can offer.

“The standard process
today for testing a thermal
solution is a chamber test,
where an enclosure is used
to mimic the anticipated
environmental conditions
your package could
encounter during shipping.”

The amount of visibility inside the container during chamber testing is limited to the number
and location of temperature monitoring devices used, so the results are limited to only how
the solution performed at those locations during testing. A chamber test also does not
provide insight into the thermal dynamics of the container including air flow, hot/cold spots
and refrigerant (not product) performance inside the shipper throughout the testing period. To
ensure the most accurate prediction of a thermal solution’s performance, a manufacturer must
be able to look beyond what a chamber test can offer by taking testing inside the box.
Building A Thermal Model
A solution that can offer the type of insight needed for accurate predictive testing of
temperature-controlled packaging solutions is analytical thermal modeling. It is a combination
of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and finite element analysis. Thermal modeling accounts
for all critical thermal transfer elements, including conduction, convection, phase change, and
radiation. A model is created using a database of material and system characteristics, including
elements that represent the shipper, the ice, the phase change material (PCM), and the
product load.
The model is then cut into four symmetric pieces, and only one-fourth of it is simulated. The
software then assumes that whatever happens on that symmetric plane is what is happening
on all others. This cuts testing time down by as much as one-tenth and can reduce total costs
by as much as 20 percent.
The simulation process does not eliminate chamber testing. Instead, it is used as an evaluation
tool for overall thermal design. Once the evaluation is complete and the design has been
modified to address any issues, confirmation testing is completed via a chamber test. The
chamber test will still be run for the complete amount of time (five days in the example above),
but it no longer has to run for each environmental scenario and design option.
A Solution That Can Grow With You
The biopharma industry is growing quickly, and this rapidly changing market requires a
manufacturer to have enough flexibility to change with it. As a company looks to expand its
pipeline or its global footprint, new requirements may be necessary when it comes to shipping
its temperature-sensitive product. Thermal modeling facilitates the process of testing an
existing thermal solution under new conditions.
THIS INCLUDES AN ABILITY TO EVALUATE:
New Payload Families For Existing Designs:
When a thermal design is being created with thermal modeling, testing can be done to
determine the performance of the shipper when a minimum number of product loads, or
payloads, is being packaged versus a maximum number. This is because the product load itself
is a factor in predicting how a thermal solution will perform since each payload transfers or
resists thermal energy differently. The material makeup of the package, how many are in each
shipper, and how close or far apart multiple payloads are from each other play major roles.
By bracketing payload product attributes, the system readily establishes acceptable
payload ranges.
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“Thermal modeling accounts
for all critical thermal
transfer elements, including
conduction, convection, phase
change, and radiation.”

For example, a milk jug full of water requires more time and energy to change temperature
than a 1-milliliter vial or if 1,000 1-milliliter vials are pushed together versus packed with space
between them. If there is any uncertainty as to whether a payload falls within the limits of
a payload configuration, thermal modeling allows for quick testing to confirm what, if any,
adjustments need to be made to the design to accommodate the new payload family.
Alternative Ambient Temperature Profiles for Existing Designs:
While various hot and cold profiles are considered during initial testing of a thermal solution,
a manufacturer may encounter an entirely new temperature profile in a new distribution line.
A quick analysis can be done to accurately evaluate the performance of an existing package
design against new temperature profiles, including profiles representing new shipping lanes as
well as those generated by updated ambient mapping studies.
Unanticipated Exposure During Transit:
It is impossible to anticipate every potential adverse event that could happen during shipping.
It can also be far too costly and time-consuming to test a shipper against dozens of ambient
temperature profiles in a qualification process. What makes the most sense is to test two
extremes of hot and cold temperature profiles and then also test some “what-if” scenarios. For
example, what if a shipper arrives in a country overseas and gets held up in customs, where it
is left in a room or placed in a refrigerator for a day? Thermal modeling can simulate this and
other scenarios to provide manufacturers with information about protocols they can follow
should any of these situations occur.

“The flexibility of thermal
modeling can be a valuable
tool in overcoming the
business challenges of
shipping temperature-sensitive
biologics, especially in a
market where competition
grows every day. ”

The flexibility of thermal modeling can be a valuable tool in overcoming the business challenges
of shipping temperature-sensitive biologics, especially in a market where competition
grows every day. Nonetheless, thermal modeling is not just a software package. It requires
specific expertise to perform the tasks that make thermal modeling a success. This includes
characterizing packaging materials, creating and running the model, and interpreting the data
that is collected. Thermal modeling is not a one-time transaction; a competent vendor should
be able to provide ongoing in-house expertise to construct models for any packaging needs
that optimize solutions before qualification testing. The result is an accurate and dependable
performance prediction that can protect both the integrity and efficacy of a drug product.
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